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This article would like to serve as an addition to the perceived historical picture 
of Hungary in the Anglo-Saxon world, relying on articles published in British but 
mainly in American daily newspapers and magazines in the 1920s and 1930s. While 
some of the articles were by Hungarian authors or authors with Hungarian origins, 
the majority was not and, so they give a good indication about the impressions that 
Anglo-Saxon peoples were both having and getting about Interwar Hungary. One 
can fi nd voices from both the Left and Right of the political spectrum, positive and 
negative interpretations of Hungary alike in such well-known periodicals as The New 
Republic and Foreign Aff airs, or lesser known outlets as The Living Age or Current 
History. In addition, the study invites the opinion of several American ministers who 
served in Hungary in the examined period. There unpublished opinions about their 
host country add further nuances to the picture of Hungary and Hungarians in Amer-
ican minds. These opinions together, ranging from domestic policies to the foreign 
policy issues that all sprang from the Paris peace treaties, also contributed to the larger 
understanding of Hungarian political and cultural issues. This picture is a colorful 
one, spanning from politics to economics, from cultural to psychological aspects.

Keywords: 1920s and 1930s, Hungary, United States, Great Britain, media refl ec-
tion, cultural infl uence

This essay is not going to deal with economic issues during the discussed peri-
od—the interwar years—and especially during the fi nancial reconstruction peri-
od. In a short summary, it can be stated that the fi nancial reconstruction of Hun-
gary, which took place in 1924–26, was an important and ongoing event that the 
British and American newspapers followed, largely because these two countries 
provided the main bulk of the international loan to Hungary, and the fi nancial 
controller was an American, Jeremiah Smith, Jr. Although it is an important phase 
and there were numerous articles written about it, I have dealt with the issue in a 
detailed version elsewhere.2 Perhaps it is worth remembering that Smith always 
spoke in the highest terms of Hungary, its people, and its government, but this 
opinion was not based alone on his experience but emanated from the highly po-
litical nature of his post as well. Years later, however, while briefi ng a soon-to-be 
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American minister to Hungary, he unrestrictedly spoke of Hungarian “superna-
tionalism and their sense of inferiority,” highlighted their “energy” and “personal 
honesty,” but also called attention to their “childishness.”3

Instead, I wish to show a broader spectrum of impressions coming from var-
ious fi elds of interest about Hungary. I believe with this short introduction the 
picture that the Anglo-Saxon world, but especially the people overseas, had about 
Hungary, and appeared on the columns of the various magazines or periodicals, 
will be a richer and a more nuanced one. There are two ways of approaching the 
subject: from a chronological and a subject matter point of view. I will follow 
the latter, since some topics were in the news for a longer period of time and it is 
also easier to follow the events and opinions related to such topics in that fashion.

Obviously, the one overarching topic was the peace treaty and its consequenc-
es. Although the United States was not part to the Versailles Peace Treaty and 
concluded separate peace treaties with the defeated countries, Hungary among 
them, the issue was important nonetheless. This topic presented fresh problems 
but since Hungary was not a well-known political entity to the large masses of 
Americans, and they generally did not understand and did not care to learn about 
the post-war picture of Europe, the issue left many Americans unmoved. The 
situation was somewhat similar in Great Britain but there was a signifi cant dif-
ference. The British were partially architects of the post-war Versailles system, 
and knew much more about Hungary. Also, the British took strategic interest in 
Central Europe, at least in the 1920s. Consequently, for them Hungary was an 
important place from political, fi nancial, and trade aspects for a number of years, 
only to be neglected as the 1930s unfolded.4 

Albert Apponyi was one of the best-known Hungarian statesmen of the period. 
He always vehemently argued against the peace settlement and for the rights of 
Hungarians who found themselves in newly established foreign countries after 
the war. In 1928 he published an article in Current History, which writing was a 
passionate outcry against the Treaty of Trianon. Since the article was supposed 
to inform, perhaps persuade, American readership, it was a signifi cant piece of 
eff ort on Hungary’s part to swing the sentiment in its favor. Apponyi argued that 
Hungary’s long past should be the automatic guarantee for a peaceful Central 
European region, but this was possible only if Hungary could reclaim its for-
mer lands, typically where Hungarian ethnic blocks were found. He played the 
theme of the alleged higher status of civilization of the Hungarian nation in the 
region, an idea that was in vogue in Hungarian foreign policy in the 1920s and 
1930s, and was also used as a hoped-for trump card against its neighbors in in-
ternational political and cultural discourse. According to this argument, the Little 
Entente countries, that is, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Yugoslavia, represented 
“in methods of government, in business morals, in cultural standards, a lower 
type of civilization.”5 The grand old man of Hungarian diplomacy also used the 
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Hungarian myth that was so typical especially at this time: Hungary as a historic 
bulwark against barbaric hordes from the east and a bastion of Western Europe 
and Christianity. But as a result of the peace treaty, “now Eastern semi-barbarism 
fl oods part of the West,” informed Apponyi his American readers.6 In the same is-
sue of Current History, right after Apponyi’s piece appeared H. Wickham Steed’s 
answer to the claims that Hungary had been done wrong. Steed, who fashioned a 
well-known dislike for Hungary, actually accused Apponyi and his generation of 
forceful measures of Magyarization before the First World War, and he stated that 
this was the cause for the calamities of post-World War I Hungary. He blamed 
Hungarians for their political “blindness” and found in their views “certain real-
ities that were Asiatic rather than European or even Balkan.”7 So, basically two 
worldviews about Hungary and its historical role clashed on these pages. One 
was the story of a proud nation that had stood up for the sake of Christianity and 
saved Western Europe by the cost of its own blood, while the other emphasized 
the “easternness” of Hungary, implying that it was not really a state to be integrat-
ed into the main European currents.

Interestingly, there were Anglo-Saxon voices that shared the claim that Hunga-
ry stood out as the most developed country in the region, both politically and cul-
turally. The banker Otto Khan, for example, found that the peacemakers had dealt 
“outrageously with the Hungarians,” which was “a fi ne virile race to which the 
world owes much for services rendered in the past.”8 One other such voice said 
that the “inhabitants of the Little Entente States, including the Czechoslovaks, 
have not the culture of the Hungarians.”9 Another author characterized Hungar-
ians as “a refi ned and cultivated people.”10 William Castle, Jr., who at this time 
was the assistant chief of the division of Western European aff airs at the State 
Department, went so far that the postwar Hungarian government seemed to him 
“of a higher average of intelligence and integrity than the members of any other 
government in Central Europe.”11 But before one thinks that this was the overall 
tone, the very same author who had praised the Hungarians above altered the 
picture later when he wrote that Hungary represented an “incontestable danger to 
Europe,” and that Hungarians are not real Europeans, and, to make things worse, 
“no country has remained more attached to feudalism.”12 The notion that Hunga-
ry remained a “feudal” country and, therefore, represented backwardness, was a 
recurring charge against interwar Hungary. Future American minister to Hungary 
Nicholas Roosevelt, for example, wrote of the Hungarian aristocracy that they 
lived “politically in the Middle Ages. They were, and many of them still are, 
completely impervious to modern ideas of democracy and liberalism.”13 But the 
fi rst American diplomat in Hungary after World War I, Ulysses Grant-Smith, who 
was really an active Commissioner during his stay in the country, often formed 
negative opinions about his hosts. He put forward his analysis that “Hungary 
is not an European but an Asiatic nation, and that in consequence the structure 
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of her society resembles that of Turkey more than that of any of the western 
nations of Europe.”14 But this was only one of many reports in which Grant-
Smith spoke lowly about Hungarians. He accused them of shortsightedness, on 
occasions compared them to Latin Americans with its obvious negative connota-
tion, and although he wrote of their “personal charm,” the outcome of his reports 
was always pejorative: they possessed an eastern mentality and after crossing the 
Austrian-Hungarian border, “Europe was left behind,” and the country was more 
similar to “the Balkans and Asiatic Turkey.”15 Later ministers working in Hunga-
ry professed opinion in a similar vain. A good example for this is Joshua Butler 
Wright, who thought that Hungarians were incapable of creating real democratic 
institutions and life, and he “discovered” several fl aws in Hungarians: “as a na-
tion she is uncompromisingly proud, and possesses that intolerance and conceit 
which springs from pride; almost all her people are given to that exuberance in 
the expression of patriotism which frequently transgresses the bounds of reason 
and wisdom.”16 As a consequence for Butler, “the Hungarians, while very like-
able, occasionally must be guided or restrained like children.”17

Malbone W. Graham, Jr. was a young political commentator in the 1920s, who 
regularly wrote about European issues Hungary included. For instance, he pub-
lished a book on the governments of Central Europe in 1924.18 What he said about 
Hungary did not contain much positive feedback about post-Trianon Hungary. 
In one of his pieces he wrote, in a largely critical way, about the Hungarian Par-
liament after the war, especially of the reestablished upper chamber. He criticized 
the, to him, often seemingly inactive national assembly, the electoral law of 1925 
(which sanctifi ed the executive order if 1922), which he found extremely conser-
vative, and which, in return, produced “two doubly conservative chambers.”19 
An interesting aspect of the article is that the author quoted Prime Minister István 
Bethlen, Apponyi, and many Hungarian newspapers, which means either that 
he spoke and understood Hungarian or someone was working for him who did, 
the latter case being the more probable. Graham a year later analyzed the election 
results and stated that Bethlen, despite his outstanding victory, would have to 
steer his ship between “the remnants of the old feudal aristocracy of Hungary in 
power” and “the pressure of the lower classes.”20 This is more proof that Hungary 
was labelled as a “feudal” country.

Another and more famous commentator of politics and history was Frederic 
Austin Ogg. The professor at the University of Wisconsin produced many vol-
umes on European issues. His opinion already before World War I was that “the 
Hungarian franchise remains the most illiberal and the most antiquated in Eu-
rope.”21 Despite this view, for example, taking his cue from the freshly signed trea-
ty between Italy and Hungary in 1927, he gave a concise and balanced analysis of 
the eff ects of the pact and the larger picture in Central and Southeastern Europe.22 
Ogg also commentated briefl y on the St. Gotthárd incident, but only as an outsider 
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and his observations were based upon various offi  cial sources.23 In January 1928, 
at the border town of Szentgotthárd the Austrian customs offi  cers stopped a train 
going from Italy allegedly to Poland. In fi ve of the wagons weapons were found 
which were listed in the offi  cial customs documents as machine components. Soon 
it was clear that the shipment was for Hungary, a clear violation of the Treaty of 
Trianon, which forbade any arming of the reduced Hungarian army. The shipment 
actually was a manifestation of the much-improved and friendly relations between 
Italy and Hungary to the detriment and at the expense of Yugoslavia. Somewhat 
thanks to French backing, the Little Entente countries began a mainly propaganda 
outcry against Hungary. Amid such voices, the League of Nations initiated an 
investigation and discussed the aff air during the March Assembly. The Hungari-
an government had auctioned the now disabled weapons in February, hoping to 
defuse the scandal. The League set up a Committee of Three, which suggested a 
strictly technical investigation in Hungary. Based upon the report of a seven-mem-
ber League delegation that carried out the investigation in April in Hungary, the 
League Assembly in June deemed the aff air closed without fi nding Hungary at 
fault.24 Americans could read about this episode not only from the pen of their 
compatriots but also from authors of Hungarian origin.

Imre Déri, a regular contributor to Világ and Az Est, both well-known Hungari-
an dailies, also wrote about the incident that had taken place at the Austrian-Hun-
garian border. Although he saw Eduard Beneš, the Czechoslovak foreign minister, 
and the French as instigators behind the scenes and their trying to punish Hungary 
for its Italian friendship, he realistically concluded that no matter which party got 
out of the diplomatic debacle with fl ying colors, “the world will applaud ‘those 
who saved the peace of Europe,’ and the underground battle for the hegemony in 
Central Europe will go on.”25 A few weeks later Oszkár Jászi, the former liberal 
comrade of Mihály Károlyi, the president of the Hungarian People’s Republic in 
1918–1919, who since then had emigrated to and started to teach in the United 
States, also entered the fray. He, on account of the machine gun issue, accused 
his former country in scathing words: “the whole population of the country is 
transformed into a military camp, secret irredentistic organizations embrace big 
strata of the intelligentsia, and from the elementary schools to the universities the 
bloodiest type of Jingo patriotism is taught.”26 Déri in his refutation of Jászi’s at-
tack defended Hungary and the Hungarian wish for revision, because Hungary, as 
he phrased it, had been “robbed of his rightful property.”27 The duel of words was 
an interesting episode in the sense that, not for the fi rst time, American readers 
had learned about Hungary, or tried to fi nd a certain truth about it, in the opinions 
of Hungarians publishing in the United States.28 

Another former Hungarian diplomat also defended Hungary’s aim as to revi-
sion. Ernő Ludwig had been Austro-Hungarian Consul General and a member of 
the Hungarian Delegation to the Paris Peace Conference, so he had fi rsthand expe-
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rience concerning the peace conference and post-war diplomacy. In his view, the 
Trianon Treaty “was a tragic mistake,” and it should be changed peacefully, in an 
arbitrated fashion.29 He saw Hungary as the food basket of Europe and also claimed 
natural and higher law supporting Hungary’s entitlement to its former territories: 
“The boundaries of former old Hungary were really made by God and nature them-
selves, as the chain ridge of the Carpathians and the river system encircling Hun-
gary aff orded her the most natural boundaries of any country in Europe. It was a 
downright crime for man’s clumsy hands to bungle this masterpiece of creation.”30 
This observation was directly opposed by an American formerly also serving at the 
Paris Peace Conference. David Hunter Miller was legal advisor to the American 
Peace Commission in 1919, and as such he was a fervent believer in self-deter-
mination as the path leading to a lasting peace. As he wrote, “the political and 
ethnographical maps of Europe more nearly correspond now than at any previous 
time in modern history.”31 He thought that any minor rectifi cation of the new bor-
ders might be carried out only after Hungary had acquiesced the status quo, which 
opinion largely summarized western thought concerning Hungarian possibilities. 
There were other commentators who saw the solution in a federalized Central Eu-
rope.32 The overall revision propaganda was a feature that every visitor here noted 
during the interwar years. As one diplomat put it, the “Hungarian mind may be said 
to have been innoculated with the idea of revision the day after the signature of the 
Treaty of Trianon. This idea germinated and fermented in the blood stream until 
it developed into a well-defi ned disease whose fi rst symptom was the passionate 
‘Nem, Nem, Soha’ so familiar in the early years after the war.”33 It was easy to de-
tect that this was the single most important notion for Hungarians, “a theme whose 
variations are endless, whose melody is sweet to the Hungarian ear.”34

A British observer, revisiting Hungary after ten years, found the government 
autocratic, Bethlen a dictator, but his overall fair and coherent picture about Hun-
gary gave voice to optimism concerning the future of the nation.35 An American 
author also agreed that, to a certain degree, there was indeed dictatorship in Hun-
gary, but he judged the outcome as a favorable one. Summarizing Bethlen’s ten 
years at the helm, he opined that “at home, a combination of democracy and dic-
tatorship; abroad, a combination of collaboration and complaint. Who dares as-
sert that any other policy is possible, or, at any rate, preferable?”36 Professor Ogg 
too commented on Bethlen’s resignation after his longest tenure as a European 
premier. He recognized Hungary’s diffi  culties and admitted that Bethlen had been 
able to produce results, whom he characterized “the supreme political tactician of 
post-war Europe.”37 He also thought that democracy in the western sense would 
be the task and hope of future generations of Hungarians. 

Regent Miklós Horthy received special attention from American visitors, and 
he was written of in typically mixed terms. Harry Hill Bandholtz, the American 
member of the Inter-Allied Military Mission to Hungary, for example, character-
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ized him as “a fi ne-appearing, intelligent-looking offi  cer,” and believed he was 
“sincere in his desire and intention to do everything for the best,” and he had 
“great confi dence in his ability and good sense.”38 Grant-Smith, who often met 
with Horthy, liked him as a person, but was very disappointed and critical about 
Horthy’s responsibility on account of the ruling “White terror,” and thought that 
Horthy was lacking certain abilities.39 A few years later, the British Consul 
General in Budapest described him as follows: “Admiral Horthy is a man of ster-
ling honesty but of no great cleverness: he has no  suppleness of mind, and when 
he gets hold of an idea, it crystallizes within him into a  principle. He has […] 
the views of an English country squire or naval offi  cer of the sixties or seventies, 
and change and innovation are abhorrent to him. […] I would  limit myself to 
saying that he is incapable of adjusting himself to the new conditions in  which 
the world fi nds itself today.”40 Horthy also struck Butler Wright as looking like an 
Englishman, “extremely well groomed and full of energy,” and who freely talked 
but was “not a very good listener”.41

Gergely Romsics has analyzed the contents of seven articles dealing with Hun-
gary in Foreign Aff airs between 1922 and 1939. Perhaps the most outstanding such 
article was that of Oszkár Jászi’s in 1923, if for nothing else, for its harsh criticism. 
Obviously, Jászi sentenced Hungary under Horthy as “neofuedal,” “authoritarian,” 
and “dictatorial.”42 But Jászi was not American, his opinion and voice carried that 
of a disillusioned semi-revolutionary émigré who felt his original home country 
provided no place for him. Jászi authored tow more attacks on Hungary in Foreign 
Aff airs in the 1930s. Similarly and not surprisingly, Eduard Beneš also criticized 
Hungary in his respective articles appearing in Foreign Aff airs.43 Voices from An-
glo-Saxon authors, such as Arthur Salter or Royall Tyler, who were closely related 
to the fi nancial reconstruction launched in 1924, were on the aggregate positive 
toward Hungary and its political leadership up until 1931, which is a tangible sign 
of the achievements of the Bethlen-era and also its successful propaganda.44

One of the most fascinating and intriguing topics concerning Hungary was what 
was usually referred to as the king question. This was naturally in close correlation 
with the issue of the peace treaties, but it was also a problem on its own. For over-
seas readers European royal courts always held a certain charm and the promise 
of an Old World fable. And Hungary’s case was not typical in the sense that it was 
a kingdom without a king. Although the country defi ned itself as the Kingdom of 
Hungary, after the death of Charles I in 1922, there was nobody to take the throne 
legally since the National Assembly declared the dethronement act in 1922, mainly 
on account of foreign exertion. There were quite a few articles dealing with the 
question and the personalities involved. The American readers could read about 
the failed attempts of Charles to reclaim the throne shortly before his death, or 
ex-empress Zita’s struggles to bring up her many children after Charles’s premature 
death.45 The famed British historian, C. A. Macartney, who knew Hungary excep-
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tionally well, informed his readers about the history and the state of present-day ca-
lamities and situation in this country. In his analysis concerning the king question, 
he argued that the unaltered Hungarian oligarchy is actually contended with not 
having a ruler above their heads. With certain irony he stressed, “the Magyars have 
not really liked any of their rulers since St. Stephen, so well as they do the present 
one, who does not exist.”46 Béla Menczer was a left-leaning intellectual who left 
Hungary in 1923 and lived in Western Europe. He correctly argued in a British 
quarterly that the historical possibility of a Habsburg restoration is gone, and Hun-
gary should focus on establishing much better relations with its neighbors.47

The Hungarian-Romanian optants dispute was another issue that demanded 
some attention in and out of Europe. The question proved to be a long-lasting and 
thorny issue for the League of Nations as well. The Romanian government promul-
gated a law in 1921, in which they basically confi scated Hungarians’ lands there 
(these people were called optants). Hungary claimed that this Romanian piece of 
legislation was violating certain aspects of the Treaty of Trianon, whereas the Ro-
manians argued that their state’s sovereignty came fi rst before the protection of an-
other treaty. In 1923 Hungary turned to the League for help in establishing which 
party was right. A long and arduous but largely fruitless legal process began that 
refused to go away for seven years. The League tried to mediate but it was futile, 
and the Romanian government disputed the jurisdiction of the Rumanian-Hungari-
an Mixed Arbitral Tribunal in the question. Romania wanted to connect the optants 
question with that of reparations. The issue was problematic from a domestic point 
of view in both countries, and the League did not wish to intervene on either par-
ty’s behalf. In the end, a solution was reached between the two governments in 
April 1930 but it was only a mixed success.48 The dispute was presented to Amer-
ican readers as a “very complex and apparently an inextricable aff air” and “a par-
adoxical situation,” which it really was.49 In a popular English magazine an expert 
author on East Central issues came forward and defended the Hungarian party not 
only in the particular debate of the optants, but concerning the peace treaty as well. 
He warned that “a treaty of unexampled spoliation and vindictive penalties” would 
be only further aggravated by not giving justice to the Hungarians in this case, and 
that might lead to active Hungarian irredentism.50 The recently arrived American 
minister of the day examined the situation from a diff erent angle. According to 
Butler Wright, the international imbroglio had sprung from the fact that, at least 
partially, the Hungarians possessed too fervent national attitude, and besides they 
thought they and their cases mattered in Europe. As he put it, “one gains the im-
pression that these people are convinced that Hungary is an important factor in the 
general European policy of England and other great Powers.”51

Mention also must be made about articles concerning Hungarian culture. Hun-
gary was deemed as a faraway country in Europe that was exotic to the general 
American reader. Literature, music, metropolitan and country life, and other as-
pects of contemporary Hungarian culture regularly featured on the columns of 
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various outlets of the British and American press. For example, one was to learn 
about Hungarian theater life, especially the National Theater (Nemzeti Színház) 
and the work of its director, Sándor Hevesi. Actually, Hevesi himself wrote a 
piece about Imre Madách and his Tragedy of Man, one of the most popular Hun-
garian dramas, in which he analyzed the play, and compared it with, and defended 
against, the comparisons with Goethe’s Faust.52 Further eff ort was made to intro-
duce the play itself to English-speaking readers, since in the same issue English 
translation of various scenes from Madách’s play were printed. Hungarian liter-
ature received a wider audience when a lecture was delivered at King’s College, 
London, in May 1931. The presenter praised especially Endre Ady, but also Mi-
hály Babits, Dezső Kosztolányi, Ferenc Molnár, Zsigmond Móricz, Dezső Sz-
abó, Gyula Krúdy, and Cecile Tormay for their use of new and modern concepts 
and language.53 Music also got somewhat into the limelight when Béla Bartók 
coauthored a piece on Hungarian folk songs and proved that the peasant songs 
were not derived from Slavic songs.54 Even science was among the subjects about 
which Americans could read in relation to Hungary. As a newcomer and a teacher 
at Ohio State University, Tibor Rado wrote about the history of the Eötvös-prize, 
launched in 1894 to honor outstanding students, and what it had done to create 
future mathematicians of a creative nature.55

The Hungarian countryside and its lifestyle were introduced in various pieces 
as well, and the exotic nature of both was stressed. A dinner experience in Kaposvár 
led to the hyperbolic statement that drinking Hungarian brandy (pálinka) was 
“like sipping sunshine,” while in another piece that was devoted to a short tour 
in and around Debrecen one author found that the Puszta, over centuries of time, 
had tamed a once fi erce and warlike race.56 But the same writer also observed the 
contrast between “the blatant poverty of the country with the lavish expenditure 
in the capital.”57 Budapest indeed without exception fascinated foreign visitors, 
British and Americans alike. They found in it a true metropolis and striking luxu-
ry in many cases. As one writer put it in National Geographic, it was “very much 
like going to some magic island”.58

But the most interesting and telling passages were always those that described 
the perceptions that American or British visitors held about Hungary and Hun-
garians. Aside from the concrete subject matter of any article, these authors often 
passed commentary on the Hungarian nation at large, strictly based upon their 
earlier readings, their impressions gathered in a few days and perhaps on account 
of previous visits as well. Therefore, their opinion is really only an imprint of 
what certain Americans felt about Hungary after a very short acquaintance. Still, 
their take on Hungary is important for the reason that they shared this with a 
large number of readers who formed their own picture about Hungary mainly 
based upon such articles.59 One author observed that in Hungary there was “at 
least as much East as West,” not a rare observation from Anglo-Saxon observ-
ers, and something that Hungarians would have vehemently disagreed with.60 
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This seemed to be the dividing line, both geographically and psychologically: 
where did Western Europe and its culture and infl uence end, and where did 
Eastern Europe begin? Hamilton Fish Armstrong, the editor of Foreign Aff airs 
based upon his experience in Hungary, thought that “arriving in Budapest is like 
coming back to yesterday from tomorrow.”61 But he also added that “Hungarian 
psychology is something entirely special and diff erent from any other, in Europe 
or elsewhere. It is diffi  cult for a visitor to understand it.”62 A prominent writer 
from Pennsylvania, who a quarter of a century earlier had visited Europe and 
Hungary, had a nuanced picture to paint made upon his impressions. He thought 
he could see signs of Hungary belonging more to the East than to the West. 
“The East had been faintly perceptible in Vienna; in Budapest it was apparent”, 
he said.63 Still he found Hungarians vigorous and cheerful, just like Americans, 
also “vital and young and simple,” where he did not use the word “simple” in a 
pejorative sense.64 But to him Budapest was “emotionally old-fashioned; a city 
where a formal code of honor was still an actuality,” and Hungarians exhibited 
an “air of a primitive and pastoral life touched the narrow paved ways with the 
infl uences of a lost free and nomadic time.”65 As a lighter side of his observations, 
he commented that the women in Budapest “were the most enchanting in the 
world. Potential with danger.”66 Many people thus writing about Hungary found 
it “feudal” in its outlook and nature. This was mentioned so frequently that is 
must be considered a stigma that the country was labeled with. But compared 
to American or British standards, these observers were really startled by the, to 
them, seemingly backward state of things in politics and especially the lifestyle in 
the country. Hungary did not strike them as a fl ourishing democracy. And this was 
the general impression not only in the beginning but toward the very end of the 
examined period. The last American minister, for instance, already during World 
War II said after he was forced to leave the country that, although he was very 
sympathetic to Hungarians, he found the country was still feudal.67

As a conclusion, one can state that the Anglo-Saxon observers who expressed 
their impressions of Hungary in the Interwar period provided a multifaceted 
picture that was, however, tainted with certain stereotypes. Whether these ste-
reotypes were obvious and palpable to them at the time of their visit or were 
biases that they brought with them would be the subject of further research. As a 
tentative answer, however, it is likely that most of these stereotypes came from 
19th-century travelogues that appeared in Great Britain and the United States in 
which Hungary was typically described as a country between Europe and Asia 
and a feudal nation. In light of printed articles that were cited in this essay, one 
can safely state that Hungary was a country that to Anglo-Saxons seemed exotic, 
in many ways feudal, a contrast between east and west, still rich in culture, and 
very problematic concerning politics.
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